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Abstract 
Viewpoint modeling is an effective approach for analyzing and designing complex systems. Splitting various elements and 
corresponding constraints into different perspectives of interests, enables separation of concerns such as domains of expertise, 
levels of abstraction, and stages in lifecycle. Specifically, in Systems Engineering different viewpoints could include functional 
requirements, physical architecture, safety, geometry, timing, scenarios, etc. Despite partial interdependences, the models are 
usually developed independently by different parties, using different tools and languages. However, the essence of Systems 
Engineering requires repetitive integration of many viewpoints in order to find feasible designs and to make good architectural 
decisions, e.g., in each mapping between consecutive levels of abstraction and in each design space exploration. This integration 
into one consistent model becomes a significant challenge from both modeling and information management perspectives.  
In this paper we suggest (1) a unique modular algebraic viewpoint representation robust to design evolution and suitable for 
generation of the integrated optimization/analysis models, and (2) an underlying ontology-based approach for consistent 
integration of local viewpoint concepts into the unified design space model. We show an example of an optimization model with 
different combinations of partially interdependent Analysis Viewpoints. Using the proposed modeling and information 
ed without modification, making the approach 
pluggable. 
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1. Introduction 
Systems Engineering (SE) governs the design process associated with the development of large-scale products 
through defining systems and subsystems requirements, their architecture, and critical parameters. With recent 
increase in product complexity and business competition, mere intuition of even the best Systems Engineers is 
insufficient for finding feasible, safe, reliable and affordable designs. Consequently, three techniques have become 
popular in helping handle the complexity: layering design process into several levels of abstraction, separation of 
concerns, and using computerized tools for automation of modeling, optimization and analysis.  
The first technique, levels of abstraction, defines the design process as a gradual progression via multiple layers 
of abstractions i", and 
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i i designates the requirements being imposed to Layer i+1 designating its expected architectural 
implementation. Methodologically, the two layers are first being developed and correspondingly refined producing a 
variety of design alternatives. Next, an optimal implementation is sought including its corresponding architectural 
structure, concrete requirements to architecture mappings, and sizing of all free parameters.  Intermittently, 
whenever these two steps are completed, the enhanced Layer i+1 then becomes the requirement to the consequent 
abstraction Layer i+2 and the process repeats itself. In this work, the first development and refinement step is 
referred to as Engineering Modeling, and the second optimization and analysis step is referred to as Design Space 
Exploration (DSE).  
Complementary to the levels of abstraction break down, Separation of concerns is attained by further splitting 
the various elements and corresponding constraints (in each layer) into different perspectives called viewpoints. 
Common viewpoints being considered in SE include: functional requirements, physical architecture, safety, 
geometry, timing, scenarios, etc. We distinguish between Modeling Viewpoints that define different system aspects 
(e.g., functional requirements or physical architecture) and Analysis Viewpoints that evaluate and constrain some 
aspects of the whole system (e.g., safety or timing). While using multiple modular reusable viewpoints is common 
in Engineering Modeling, their use in DSE is limited. Since the essence of DSE requires integration of many 
viewpoints to find feasible designs and make good architectural decisions, we conjecture the limited use of 
viewpoints is caused by the difficulty to reuse and integrate different viewpoints, both modeling and analysis, in one 
unified model.  Consequentially, there are no automatic tools for holistic DSE based on libraries of previously 
developed and tested Analysis Viewpoints.  
 Using tools is crucial to increase productivity, e.g., computer aided tools revolutionized chip design over the 
past 30 years. In SE there is a large selection of modeling languages such as SysML [2], AADL[19], and modeling 
tools such as Excel, IBM Rhapsody [18], domain specific tools (e.g., [3] for airspace), and simulation environments 
such as Simulink and Modelica. However, switching from distinct viewpoint modeling to holistic DSE is not easy. 
Traditionally, Systems Engineers perform trade-off studies of several alternatives to find the most promising design. 
viewpoint specific tools are available to perform evaluation and sizing of predefined viewpoint parameters. 
Examples of such tools are SafetyHelper or OpenFTA for the safety viewpoint [4], and SymTA/S for the timing 
viewpoint [5]. Combining these tools with other viewpoints is difficult and could only be done using black box 
approach: input/output integration of independent models developed in various tools with sequential data flow 
between them. Two popular tools to facilitate the black box integration are ModelCenter [7] and modeFrontier [8] 
that use search based sizing of free parameters in various viewpoints. The black box approach is sequential by its 
nature; it does not consider all viewpoints simultaneously and requires less scalable search based optimization 
techniques for DSE. Another approach is an extension of existing engineering modeling tools to allow explicit 
algebraic equations to describe system constraints and objectives. We could mention PCE in IBM Rhapsody [18], 
Pacelab optimization toolkit [3], Simulink Design Optimization toolbox, and Optimica extension of Modelica 
language [6]. Currently, all such extensions are tightly coupled to their respective tools. All tools mentioned above 
are focused on quantification (sizing) of free parameters and less suitable for architectural design and mapping 
requirements to architecture. 
Current state-of-the-art methods to combine all DSE activities of architectural design, mapping and sizing is 
custom optimization modeling of all important Analysis Viewpoints using algebraic languages such as AMPL [9], 
OPL [10], GAMS [11], or AIMMS [12]. These custom models usually retrieve engineering data from databases and 
engineering models typically developed separately in other tools. The optimization models could be solved by 
commercial solvers using various optimization techniques. However, it is a costly, unmaintainable and not 
extendable solution as shown in the next section since most changes in requirements, engineering models or 
necessary analysis would force manual changes in corresponding optimization models.  
Effective engineering modeling depends on reusable pluggable component libraries. The purpose of this paper is 
to suggest an approach and a supporting platform for the development of reusable pluggable libraries for Analysis 
Viewpoints that allow the reuse of verified optimization models for common system requirements. The paper is 
organized as follows. In the next section we apply custom optimization modeling to a typical DSE use case 
including insights gained from the use case and refined research questions. In Section 3 we describe and apply the 
proposed approach for Analysis Viewpoint modeling. Implementation issues are discussed in Section 4. Finally, we 
summarize our work and give direction for future research in Section 5. 
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Fig. 1. Layers of abstraction in SE design flow
Fig. 2. DSE use case
2. Custom Optimization Modeling
To illustrate our concepts throughout the paper we use a common engineering example shown in Fig. 2,
purposely simplified for clarity. The design flow includes modeling and custom optimization where the model is
gradually changing. The Requirements Layer consists of three system functions: Sensing, Controlling, and
Actuating. The layer also consists of two input/output links: Sensing as input for Controlling, and Controlling as
input for Actuating. The Architecture Layer consists of five component types: Sensors, Controllers, Actuators, and a 
data bus consisting of analog to digital adapters Remote Data Concentrators (RDCs), and Switches. The
architectural viewpoint also imposes constraints on the physical structure. Component types have different sets of 
attributes but all include Cost and Weight. Component libraries for each type are stored in external database tables
called Catalogs. The objective is minimizing the total system cost while the total system weight is less than a given
threshold. In the design solution, system functions are implemented by architectural components they are mapped to.
Similarly, functional input/output links are mapped to architectural routes from a component implementing input
function to a component implementing output function. All this information is usually stored in engineering models,
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The above algebraic expression employs objective, parameters, sets, variables, and constraints where 
SensorTypes, Sensors, SwitchTypes and Switches are sets of various viewpoint elements, SensorType and 
SwitchType are known catalog parameters, totalCost is a continuous decision variable, and sensor[i][j] and 
switch[i][j] are Boolean decision variables. One of the mapping constraints to ensure mapping of each sensing 
function to some sensor could be as follows: 
 
 
where sensing2sensor[l][i][j] is the mapping Boolean decision variable. In addition, the population of elements in all 
sets, and the optimization model in general should reflect the actual data defined in all engineering models and 
stored databases.  
As the design gradually evolves, various modifications may be introduced to the models. Our main challenge in 
this paper is to make our optimization models resilient to such modifications. In this section we first demonstrate 
how some of such modifications may force undesired model modification. In the next section we introduce a 
solution to this problem. One possible change could be a requirement for using several types of sensors, e.g., 
thermal and volume sensors, each having its own attributes and a catalog of available types. This minor change 




Another possible modification is adding a new Cable component to connect between other architectural 
components. It requires engineering modeling of the new type  Cable  with corresponding types catalog data. In 
the Optimization model, totalCost calculation should be rev
the geometrical layout of the network which is specified in a new Geometrical Viewpoint comprising two types of 
elements: Compartments and Links (between compartments). Each compartment is characterized by location 
coordinates and each Link by a length attribute. For each cable component, its cost could be calculated according to 
its length. The optimization model may reflect this change with additional variables that take into account the 
geometrical viewpoint realized by an additional index for chosen location in variables used above. Hence, this 
change implies updating most of existing equations since the new index should be specified in either some of forall 
statements or in some of the aggregating operators, e.g., summation: 
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Finally, let us consider changes in the optimization model when safety requirements are added. To satisfy the 
new requirements, functions and functional links could be implemented by several redundancy channels and the 




where RedundancyChannels is the set of possible redundancies and redundancyChannel[l][r] is the Boolean 
decision variable for finding the best redundancy option. Note, the new index is defined in forall operator. 
changes in a 
-examining most of 
the constraints previously specified in the optimization model undermining its reuse sustainability.  
The first problem identified in the aforementioned use case is the one of set heterogeneity: elements of different 
sets belong to different classes and cannot be united into one set. For example, one cannot relate to all physical 
components, regardless of their concrete type, whose weight is above a given threshold. Another observation is that 
the classes and corresponding sets defined by them are too specific  any change in a class definition should be 
reflected in the optimization model, including changes to attributes used as parameters in constraints. In addition, 
one component type (e.g., a sensor) may be specified an attribute 'value', whereas another component type (e.g., a 
switch) may refer to the same attribute as 'cost'  both reflecting the monetary value of a component. Such 
inconsistency precludes using both types uniformly in the same aggregation function. 
To summarize, most weaknesses associated with conventionally formed algebraic expressions are the result of 
having the algebraic style being directly dependent on 
commonly being the functional and physical models. This dependency results in having designers devoting 
significant portion of their time and effort to constantly having to revise the optimization model ensuring its 
consistency with system s engineering model.  
3. Proposed Approach and Supporting Framework 
During the design process most of the viewpoints created at the Engineering Modeling step, adopt a cognitive 
natural approach that is referred to as Classification by Containment [13]. In this approach engineers first identify 
sets of classifications and then associate each class with a collection of properties, some being inherent and some 
reflecting interactions with other classes. Each class is conceptualized as a containment of individuals having the 
same characteristics in common. Each class may then be further specialized into a hierarchy of containments. For 
instance, in the Requirements abstract layer, the Requirements Engineer may identify a set of functionalities and 
their interactions. Specifically in our example, we have a classification of a sensing functionality that interacts with 
a controlling functionality. In this approach it is only natural to further elaborate a containment hierarchy. For 
example, the sensing functionality can be decomposed into metering and reporting functionalities that interact 
among themselves. As already stated, classification by containment, is exhibited in many modeling tools that 
participate in the system engineering tool-
as first class citizens in any algebraic or analysis model. It is shown in previous sections, that since we need a sensor 
component for the sensing functionality, it is natural to define a decision variable Sensor[i] to represent optional 
sensor i in the algebraic model. When the design evolves to include another class of components, e.g., 
PowerGenerator, several viewpoints may be affected, requiring an inclusion of this class in different equations and 
making the algebraic models unmaintainable. 
In light of the described problems, we delve into the underlying motivation for using classes. The two main 
purposes are (1) technical  to help in defining or initializing instances, and (2) conceptual  to be used for defining 
effectively common rules or constraints on collection of similar instances. Classification by containment is most 
suitable for the first purpose, but as shown in our use case is less suitable for analysis. In this paper we present an 
alternative paradigm. We refer to this approach as the challenge to exercise Classification by Property [13]. The 
core basis for this framework is first suggested as a data management framework which emancipates the persistence 
of information about individual elements and their characteristics in any given domain from being entangled with 
their possible classifications. The essence of this approach is to define things that possess properties. The sets of all 
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instance and properties are called instance and property base, respectively. The set of properties may include
intrinsic properties that are being considered inherent to things along with mutual properties that correspond to two
or more things. All things live without any a-priory classification. Furthermore, the things can evolve, where new 
properties can be added while other are removed. Independent from the specification of all things, classes are 
defined by set of properties. Consequentially, things could belong to many classes if they have appropriate sets of 
properties for all of them.
Fig. 3. Conceptual architecture of Semantic Data Integration Platform (SDIP)
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Systematic transformation of the design-space from being originally conceptualized and structured according to a
paradigm is the core of the supporting framework called Semantic Data Integration Platform (SDIP), see Fig. 3. The 
key to improving the resilience of the optimization model is making it more generic we suggest a unified ontology
ving all viewpoint specific
Viewpoint promotes to the population of elements in the SDIP while Analysis Viewpoints impose constraints to it 
that are reliant solely on the unified ontology. This formation of information may be tweaked according to changes
in Analysis Viewpoints while keeping all algebraic statements oblivious to such changes being reliant solely on the
next subsections we describe the proposed ontology and a desirable SDIP API for the
optimization models. Because of space limitations, we include here only the methodology and main framework 
functions.
3.1. A Unified SDIP Ontology
The SDIP ontology illustrated in Fig. 4 provides an underlying, generic conceptualization, for the structuring of 
elements stored within the SDIP. The usage of this generic ontology enables uniformly describing all viewpoint
elements constituting the entire design-space. As such, it is capable of depicting ALL possible elements (i.e., both 
mandatory and optional) that need to be considered in DSE. Essentially, the illustrated ontology is adopted from 
[13][16]. As such, the SDIP comprises an instance base holding all individual modeling elements (and their 
properties) independent of any classification, a class base which holds all class definitions (also specified by
properties), and a property base which holds all possible properties and inter-property relationships. A formal
specification of the internal architecture of the SDIP is beyond the scope of this paper and described elsewhere [15].
Extending [13][16], the SDIP ontology also consists of valued properties called attributes. Attributes could be free
or ground. Ground attributes are known parameters while free attributes could get their value during DSE. As
mentioned above, instances have intrinsic and mutual properties. A mutual property defines relation between two or 
more instances, e.g., isContainedIn defines inclusion relation between two instances. In SDIP all instances are
augmented with an isSelected Boolean attribute. If it is a free attribute for some instance, then the instance is
optional. Overall, the population of instances in SDIP does not change during DSE but optional instances could
become realized if its isSelected attribute becomes true and
instances possessing all class' properties are inferred as class members; hence, classification by property.
Fig. 5. Engineering Modeling Viewpoints
Requirement Layer
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3.2. Modeling Viewpoints  
Modeling Viewpoints have local ontologies for better description of their corresponding domains. Each such 
domain specific Modeling Viewpoint (at any abstraction level) is projected towards the SDIP such that its elements 
are transformed into a representation that adheres to the SDIP ontology. The representation of Modeling Viewpoints 
could be straightforward as in the case of the projection of modeling elements from the Architectural viewpoint 
which imposes the creation of corresponding SDIP instances. However, certain other Modeling Viewpoints may 
impose more challenging representation transformations as in the case of the Requirements-to-Architecture-
Mapping viewpoint which might impose the enrichment of existing instances with additional mutual properties or 
even the creation of new instances. Consequentially, the SDIP populates the instance base and property base from 
all Modeling Viewpoints. For this end, we distinguish between three types of modeling viewpoints: (1) skeleton (or 
pivot) viewpoints that directly induce instances in the SDIP, (2) satellite viewpoints which may either enrich 
existing instances with additional properties or jointly with other viewpoints may induce additional instances, and 
(3) relational viewpoints which induce the inclusion of mutual-properties that indicate various mappings between 
various instances.  
Typically, the skeleton viewpoints include the Requirements (for Layer i), Architecture (for Layer i+1) and 
Mapping viewpoints, see Fig. 5. Relational viewpoints, e.g., Allocation viewpoint, use relational operators such as 
Join or Filter to retrieve viewpoint related information that jointly facilitates the inclusion of instances in the SDIP. 
Relational operators could be based on relational algebra, query algebras or ontology composing algebras [17]. Each 
element of viewpoints has a viewpoint related attribute(s) with unique identifier(s), each viewpoint is also aware if 
identification attributes of viewpoints it corresponds to. All SDIP elements receive these attributes corresponding to 
all viewpoints and together they represent a compound index that identifies the element unequally. These attributes 
may classify elements to sets that can be used in defining constraints. In addition, SDIP provides set aggregation 
operators by keeping or removing some viewpoint identification attributes. 
Based on the unified set of modeling viewpoints, including all skeleton, satellite and relational viewpoints, all 
instances and properties are populated by SDIP. Constraints defined in Modeling Viewpoints considered as an 
additional property may be populated as well. 
3.3. Analysis Viewpoints  
In this section we show how Analysis Viewpoints  constraints could be defined based on the SDIP ontology 
derived from all Modeling Viewpoints. The examples also rely on having a designated SDIP API for retrieving 
instances, properties and corresponding classes. The essence underlying the newly proposed algebraic style is 
having all expression reliant on system elements be rooted in the SDIP rather than in individual Modeling and 
Analysis Viewpoints. 
Analysis Viewpoints are aware of their local sets, such as list of safety requirements for the safety viewpoint. 
Each such set needs to be associated with relational modeling viewpoint sets providing for its actual meanings 
(namely, its target domain). For example, the set of safety requirements is typically anchored in the set of 
requirements and redundancy options defined in the Reliability modeling viewpoint. In order to eliminate the 
dependency between each Analysis Viewpoint set and its corresponding Modeling Viewpoint domain, each such 
linkage is stated as having its target domain being anchored in SDIP instances that have been induced by the 
relational Modeling Viewpoints.  
Next, Analysis Viewpoints are aware of the properties they may use, e.g., mapping variables in Mapping 
viewpoint or failure probabilities in the Safety viewpoint.  Properties used by Analysis Viewpoints should be added 
to the Modeling Viewpoints, e.g., using stereotypes aliasing existing system attributes. In our use case, e.g., 
stereotype dseProperty with tag Cost added to attributes representing cost in component libraries synchronizes Cost 
property between different viewpoints.  
SDIP provides API for several functions that can be used in developing Analysis Viewpoints. The most important 
function is Scope(A), where A is a set of attributes. The function returns instances that have all attributes in set A. 
For example, Scope
of SDIP elements using compound index all viewpoints, e.g. making iteration on all viewpoints not known to the 
developed Analysis Viewpoint. For example, Safety viewpoint may be interested in enforcing safety calculation per 
all additional viewpoints, such as Scenarios, that may be not known when the Safety viewpoint is developed. 
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Finally, Analysis Viewpoints can use global SDIP ontology sets of Requirements, Architectural and Mapping 
elements and set operators such as union, diff and so on. SDIP provides set aggregation operators by keeping or 
removing some viewpoint identification attributes. After all sets used in Analysis Viewpoint are defined, constraints 
are defined on these sets and on relevant properties. For example, considering the totalCost statement previously 
illustrated, once having its target domain being reliant on the SDIP API, the total cost equation becomes as follows: 
 
 
This new statement is now independent of any changes in any particular Modeling or Analysis Viewpoint and 
very robust to the design evolution. Mapping Modeling Viewpoint adds new mutual properties connecting 
Requirement and Architecture elements such as couldBeMapped[requirementsElement][architecturalElement]  
potential architectural elements for mapping a requirement element, and Boolean decision variables  
isMapped[requirementsElement][architecturalElement]. New mapping equations use these properties to define 
Mapping Viewpoint robust to design evolution: 
 
 
The equations ensure correct mapping behavior despite the additional modeling and Analysis Viewpoints the 
system designer might add later. For example, adding Safety Analysis Viewpoint would automatically generate 
additional requirement elements according to potential redundancy channels. To have an example of a viewpoint not 
considered till now, let define Resource viewpoint that checks if capacity of architectural component j for resource i, 
dseCapacity(i)(j), is not exceeded by granting all the requests from requirements mapped to it:  
 
4. Discussion and Implementation Issues 
In previous section we proposed an approach for Analysis Viewpoint modeling, which is robust to design 
evolution and suitable for automatic generation of the unified model. The approach has been applied to several 
industrial use cases with our Airspace & Defense and Automotive partners and we started building a generic library 
of Analysis Viewpoints. While these use cases increase our confidence in the approach, the main challenge is how to 
prove if the approach is generic  can any Analysis Viewpoint be modeled using it in a reusable manner? Another 
question is what are the boundaries when viewpoints or the whole framework should be updated?  
The basic requirement to an Analysis Viewpoint we want to model according to the proposed apprach is its 
compliance with the proposed unified ontology, i.e., all constraints are based on Layer i and Layer i +1 elements and 
mutual elements, where all Requirement elements are mapped to Architectural elements, all 
with path semantics are mapped to routes, and all 
Viewpoint must be developed. Given the basic ontology compliance, any classification by containment based 
parameters can be converted to properties and any classification by containment based sets can be converted to 
property based set. Ontology support for dynamic aspects starting from scenarios and continue for real dynamic 
systems could be very important for ontology robustness to future changes. 
If there is a relation between some properties used by different Analysis Viewpoints, they should be explicitly 
expressed somewhere, e.g., in Correspondence Viewpoints: (1) Modeling to Modeling synchronization is the most 
common type with potential Adapter components that connect two library components; (2) Analysis to Analysis 
ion, or when a 
property of one Analysis Viewpoint is an average of properties of another Analysis Viewpoint; (3) Modeling to 
Analysis synchronization through system properties embedded in the Modeling Viewpoint or in dedicated relational 
viewpoint. Please note that Correspondence operators are more generic than relational algebra for data integration 
since they have no requirement for union-compatibility. Therefore, any relational algebra statement is supported. 
In SDIP all sets are defined based on grounded (known) properties while some Analysis Viewpoints may need 
sets for some values they obtain in DSE. Possible workaround is using more general sets based on existing attributes 
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and adjust constraints algebraically as we have seen with the totalCost constraint that iterates over all elements 
having the Cost attribute but effectively taking into account only selected ones. 
5. Conclusions and Future Research 
In this paper we suggested a unique reusable algebraic viewpoint representation for modular system analysis and 
optimization. These viewpoints are suitable for generation of the integrated optimization models. In addition, we 
suggested an underlying ontology-based approach for consistent integration of local viewpoint concepts into the 
unified model. We showed examples how optimization models could be generated for different combinations of 
partially interdependent Analysis Viewpoints without having to modi
making the approach pluggable, and suggested an information management approach to support it. 
For future research we can suggest producing a library of commonly employed Analysis Viewpoints, and 
analyzing the proposed approach for dynamic systems with respective constraints that may require incorporation of 
simulations in the DSE process. Additional future directions could include user friendly modeling language and 
tools support for development and applications of analysis viewpoints (e.g., for finding syntax errors and 
infeasibility caused by error in viewpoint definition), and optimization patterns in building Analysis Viewpoints 
constraints such as symmetry breaking. 
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